
DIVERSITY DEMON

FPV PRO RACE EDITION

TRI-DIVERSITY VIDEO CONTROLLER
 

Diversity Demon is a video controller that is used
to bridge three wireless video receivers together.
Multiple receivers are used to enhance signal
quality. It is optimized for RF demanding
applications such as FPV drone racing.

FEATURE SUMMARY
� Uses your existing wireless composite

video system (NTSC or PAL compatible).

� Supports 2-receiver and 3-receiver diversity configurations.

� Two audio channels for Mono or Stereo applications.

� Very high video bandwidth, superb A/V signal quality. No Latency.

� Two front panel mounted A/V outputs, fully buffered.

� Compact Size, 5.9 x 4.3 x 1.5 inches.

� Operates on 6VDC (2S LiPo) to 25VDC (5S LiPo), 50mA typical.

WHAT IS IT?

Diversity Demon is an intelligent video switch with three A/V (audio/video) inputs that are

multiplexed into a single output. It uses sophisticated realtime video processing technology that

monitors the video signals from three user supplied wireless A/V receivers. If the image begins

to degrade it is switched to a higher quality video source. The video detection is designed for

seamless switching transitions.

Diversity Demon can be used to create a spatial diversity antenna system. This configuration

involves placing the antennas (from two or three receivers) at slightly different locations. As little

as a few inches apart is enough to offer some signal improvement. Spatial diversity can be used

to reduce multipathing interference.

It is also possible to install vastly different antennas on the three video receivers to enhance the

overall antenna performance. For example, you can combine a low gain omni with a medium

gain patch antenna and a high gain directional antenna. This configuration would act as a

hybrid antenna system that automatically switches from short to long range. Or maybe you want

to expand the effective beamwidth of your antenna system?  If so, then use three similar

receivers/antennas to triple the RF beamwidth.

The antenna strategy you choose will depend on your operating environment and application

requirements. Although Diversity Demon cannot eliminate all video problems, using it with a

carefully chosen receiver/antenna setup will help reduce reception issues.
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Figure 1

Figure 2

INSTALLATION INFORMATION

DC POWER CONNECTIONS

A wide voltage range is accepted (6V to 25V DC). All power jacks are compatible with 2.1mm x

5.5mm DC power plugs. The center pin is (+) positive polarity. 

A summary of the four DC power jacks is as follows:

6-25V DC IN (Front Panel): DC Power input, see Figure

1. Can be a battery or voltage regulated AC-DC adapter.

Typically a high capacity 2S or 3S LiPO battery is used.

DC-OUT (Rear Panel): The voltage applied to the front panel’s DC-IN is conveniently

available on three rear panel accessible power jacks (see Figure 2). These are intended

for powering your three FPV receivers. Do not connect any other accessories such as

monitors or goggles to them.

For safety the DC-OUT jacks are fuse protected. The maximum combined current must

be less than 1.25A which is sufficient to power three common Video Receivers (vRx’s). If

the fuse is tripped then it can be automatically reset as follows (1) disconnect power, (2)

correct the over-current fault, and (3) re-apply power. 

IMPORTANT: Never connect external power to the rear panel mounted DC-OUT jacks!

ALWAYS use the DC-IN (on the front panel) to power the Diversity Demon. 

HELPFUL TIP: Using the rear panel DC-OUT jacks is optional. Installations

with unusual vRx power requirements can simply ignore the DC-OUT

jacks and instead connect the vRx’s to an alternate external power source.
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Figure 3

Figure 4

A/V OUTPUT CONNECTIONS

 A female RCA adapter cable is provided for

connecting your monitor or goggles. (Note: A

second cable can be purchased if both AV output

jacks are needed.) The RCA cable  is  installed on

the front panel’s AV1 or AV2 phone jack. See

Figure 3.

The RCA cable is color coded as follows:

Yellow: Video Out

Red: Audio-1 Out

White: Adio-2 Out

The female RCA connections can be easily converted to male plugs simply by installing

common RCA patch cables. If FatShark brand goggles are used then an alternate connection

method is to omit the RCA adapter cable and directly connect using FatShark’s 3-meter long

4-Pin to 4-Pin AV cable (FatShark item #FSV2008, available separately).

HELPFUL TIP: The phone jacks are “direct connect” compatible with FatShark

goggles that use their compatible 3.5mm 4-Pin AV cable. Other FPV goggle

brands may NOT work with the direct connect method due to incompatible wiring

(signal order / pinout) used by their device’s phone plug; The RCA cable should

be used instead.

It is also possible to build custom patch cables to work with your particular monitor or goggles.

The phone jacks are 3.5mm TRRS type that have 4-conductors for Ground (shield), Video

(yellow), Audio-1 (red), and Audio-2 (white). The phone plug must follow the signal order shown

in Figure 4.
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Figure 5

VIDEO RECEIVER (vRX) CONNECTIONS

Female RCA adapter cables are provided

for connecting your wireless Video

Receivers (vRx’s). The RCA cables are

installed on the rear panel’s RX1, RX2, and

RX3 phone jacks. See Figure 5.

Note: If only two vRx’s are used then install

them at RX1 and RX2.

The RCA cable is color coded as follows:

Yellow: Video Out

Red: Audio-1 Out

White: Audio-2 Out

The female RCA connections can be converted to male plugs by installing common RCA patch

cables. If ImmersionRC brand receivers are used then an alternate connection method is to

omit the RCA adapter cable and directly connect using ImmersionRC’s 3.5mm to 3.5mm 4POL

AV cable, ImmersionRC item CABAV30 or CABVID3M3535 (sold separately). FatShark’s 4-Pin

AV cable (item FSV2008, sold separately) can also be used to direct connect ImmersionRC

receivers.

HELPFUL TIP: The RX1-RX3 phone jacks are “direct connect” compatible with

ImmersionRC receivers that use their compatible 3.5mm 4POL AV cable. Other

receiver brands may NOT work with the direct connect method due to

incompatible wiring (signal order / pinout); The RCA cable should be used

instead.

It is also possible to build custom patch cables to work with your particular video receiver. The

RX1-RX3 phone jacks are 3.5mm TRRS type that have 4-conductors for Ground (shield), Video

(yellow), Audio-1 (red), and Audio-2 (white). The phone plug must follow the signal order shown

in Figure 4.

VIDEO RECEIVER BRIGHTNESS TEST

The video receiver with the lowest observed video brightness must be installed at the rear panel

RX1 jack. On new installations it is important to determine which FPV receiver has the lowest

brightness, as follows:

1. With Diversity Demon installed, power up your video system. Point your

video camera at a background scene that offers good contrast and a noise

free image on your monitor / display.
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2. Rotate the VID2 and VID3 adjustments (trimmer Pots) to their full MAX

setting (fully CW).

3. While observing the monitor / display, repeatedly (about once per second)

press the front panel pushbutton switch and cycle through each video

source (RX1-RX3). If only two receivers are used then ignore the missing

image that corresponds to the empty RX position.

4. Carefully review the RX2 and RX3 receiver images and determine which

has a lower brightness than RX1. If you observe a lower brightness then

swap its receiver with the RX1 position and repeat steps 3 & 4. 

5. Label each video receiver with its corresponding RX1-RX3 ID so that you

can correctly reconnect them in the future. Your installation is now ready to

perform the Video Balance adjustment (Programming Step 8).

FRONT PANEL LED IDENTIFICATION

Four LED’s indicators are located at the front panel.

STATUS: Solid Green color indicates normal operation

Blinking Green indicates manual switching mode is enabled.

Blinks Red during low battery alert.

RX1: Green color indicates that the video receiver on the RX1 jack is the signal

source. Can be configured to flash Red if the video cable is disconnected.

RX2: Green color indicates that the video receiver on the RX2 jack is the signal

source. Can be configured to flash Red if the video cable is disconnected.

RX3: Green color indicates that the video receiver on the RX3 jack is the signal

source. Can be configured to flash Red if the video cable is disconnected.

HELPFUL TIP: A constant slow-blinking Green RX LED indicates a problem

with the video signal. The most common cause for this warning is an

incorrectly chosen NTSC / PAL Video Type setting (see System

Programming, page 7).
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FRONT PANEL PUSH SWITCH

The front panel push switch is used to control several features:

# Five Second Manual Video Switching

# Long Duration Manual Video Switching

# Low Voltage Alert Silence

# System Configuration Programming

FIVE SECOND MANUAL VIDEO SWITCHING

During normal operation the video source can be manually switched by briefly (less than

½ second) pressing the pushbutton switch. The automatic video switching is disabled for

five seconds to allow temporary viewing of a noisy video source. Normal video switching

will be restored after the 5-sec delay.

LONG DURATION  MANUAL VIDEO SWITCHING

If the five second timer is not wanted during Manual Video Switching then it can be

disabled by pressing the pushbutton switch for more than three seconds. A confirmation

beep will be heard and the Green Status LED will slowly blink as a warning that the

Manual switching mode is enabled. To cycle to a different RX source simply tap the

pushbutton switch.

The manual switching mode will revert back to normal operation after the pushbutton

switch is pressed for two seconds (or power is removed). This feature is a toggle

operation and can be used whenever you want to disable or enable the automatic video

switching.

LOW VOLTAGE ALERT

A periodic beep warning will be heard if the low voltage alert has been enabled and the

battery voltage is too low. The STATUS LED will also change to a Red color and blink at a

fast rate. 

The voltage alert’s beep sound can be silenced by pressing the pushbutton switch for

more than one second. The threshold for low voltage detection is a user setting and must

be configured to match the end-of-charge voltage condition requirements for your battery.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION PROGRAMMING

Diversity Demon must be configured for your particular application. Please see the next

section for system programming instructions.
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SYSTEM PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONS

Diversity Demon must be configured to your requirements. The system programming feature

allows you to set the following parameters:

# Video Type (NTSC/PAL).

# Switching Alert Chirp (On/Off).

# Missing Receiver Red LED Alert  (On/Off).

# Low Battery Alert Beep (On/Off).

# Low Battery Alert Voltage (6.0V - 24.9V).

# Switching Sensitivity.

# Video Level Balance Adjustment.

Programming Diversity Demon involves pressing the front pushbutton switch while observing

the LED indicators. The Green RX1 LED’s blink pattern indicates the programming step; There

are eight steps and each has a unique RX1 LED pattern. The programmed settings are saved

at each programming step and they are retained even if power is disconnected.

At each step you have a brief time to enter a new setting; Pushbutton presses are used to

program your preferred parameters. For example, during the “Video Type” programming step

you would press the switch twice to select the PAL video mode. After each entry you will wait

about three seconds for the Red STATUS LED to wink and programming will proceed to the next

step. Programming can be terminated early by disconnecting power and any remaining steps

will remain as-is.

Note: If your entry is illegal then the three RX LED’s will rapidly flash Green for a couple

seconds as a warning that you have requested an undefined setting value. You w ill then be able

to re-enter your corrected entry.

If a pushbutton response is not entered within seven seconds then Diversity Demon’s Green

RX2 LED will report the existing setting by blinking out its code value. The stored setting will

NOT change and programming will continue to the next step immediately after the code value is

displayed.
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The LED patterns are arranged as simple patterns of short and long blinks. The following table

outlines the blink codes ( S = short blink, L = long blink).

STEP VID2 LED DESCRIPTION

1 S Video Type, 1=NTSC / 2=PAL

2 S - S Switching Alert Chirp, 1=ON / 2=OFF

3 S - S - S Missing RX Red LED Alert, 1=ON / 2=OFF

4 S - S - S - S Low Battery Alert Beep, 1=ON / 2=OFF

5 S - L Main Low Battery Alert Voltage, 6 - 24 VDC

6 S - S - L Fractional Low Battery Alert Voltage, 

0.0 - 0.9 VDC

7 S - S - S - L Switching Sensitivity, 1=LOWEST, 5=HIGHEST

8 S - S - L - L Video Level Balance Adjustment, 

1=ON / 2=SKIP

START OF PROGRAMMING

Programming begins by holding down the pushbutton switch while you apply power. Continue to

press the switch until the Red STATUS LED is on. The audio buzzer will also begin to sound off.

When you are ready start programming, release the switch. RX1's green LED blink pattern will

indicate the step number.

Step 1: S Video Type.

Range: 1= NTSC, 2= PAL

This entry must be set to match the composite video type used by your camera and

display monitor. For example, press once for NTSC video.

Step 2: S S Switching Alert Chirp

Range: 1= On, 2= Off.

This entry is used to control the audio alert that is heard whenever the video

sources are automatically switched. For example, press twice to disable the chirp

noise.
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Step 3: S S S Missing Receiver Red LED Alert

Range: 1= On, 2= Off.

This entry is used to control the RX1-RX3 Red LED alert that occurs when a

wireless video receiver is disconnected. When turned On the LED that

corresponds to the unplugged receiver will flash Red to alert the user of a video

connection issue. However, if only two receivers will be used (instead of three)

then it may be preferred to turn off the warning. 

Step 4: S S S S Low Battery Alert Beep

Range: 1= On, 2= Off.

This entry is used to control the low battery alarm beep. For example, press once

to enable the voltage alarm beep.

Step 5: S L Main Low Battery Voltage (N)

Range: 6 to 24 VDC (in 1 volt increments).

This entry configures the low voltage alarm threshold. For example, to set the alarm to

6.5V press six times at this step. Step-6 will be used to enter the remaining 0.5V

fractional value. Note: If nothing is entered at Step-5 then Step-6 will be skipped.

Step 6: S S L Fractional Low Battery Voltage (.n)

Range: 0 to 0.9 VDC (in 0.1 volt increments).

This entry is a companion to Step-5 and is used to enter the f ractional (one-tenth

volt) value. For example, if the desired threshold is 6.5V, press six times at Step-5

and five times at Step-6. To enter a “.0" value (i.e., 6.0), do not enter any key

presses (wait a few seconds for Step-6 to end). 

Step 7: S S S L Switching Sensitivity

Range: 1=Very Low, 2=Low, 3=Normal, 4=High, 5=Very High.

The video switching criteria can be altered to suit your preference. Lower settings

will switch less often (more video noise is tolerated). High settings switch more

often (less video noise is tolerated). Typically the Normal or High Setting would be

used but some environments and/or installations may require a different choice.
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Step 8: S S L L Video Balance Adjustment

Range: 1=On, 2=Skip (exit)

The Video Balance Adjustment step is used to ensure that the wireless receivers’ video

levels are closely matched. This minimizes the brightness change that may occur when a

RX source is switched. Furthermore, skipping this adjustment can adversely affect video

performance so it is important to perform this step. It should also be repeated whenever

a new A/V receiver is installed or receiver positions are changed on the rear panel.

Note: The VID2 & VID3 balance adjustments are on the rear panel. A small

screwdriver is required to adjust them. DO NOT USE EXCESSIVE FORCE! 

Note: The receiver video that is connected to RX1 is not adjustable and this source is

used as the video level reference when calibrating RX2 and RX3. Please see section

VIDEO RECEIVER BRIGHTNESS TEST (page 4) before performing the Video Balance

Adjustment.

1. With Diversity Demon installed, power up your FPV system. Point your video

camera at a background scene that offers good contrast and a noise free image

on the display.

2. At the start of the balance adjustment mode the Green RX1 and RX2 LED’s will

rapidly toggle. This indicates that the RX1 and RX2 receiver sources are

constantly switching; What you see is the video from the two receivers in a ping-

pong fashion. The goal is to calibrate their brightness so that the two video

sources look the same (or nearly so).

While watching the video image, carefully adjust the VID2 trimmer pot to minimize

the brightness flicker between the two RX sources.

3.  Briefly press the pushbutton switch and confirm that the Green RX1 and RX3

LED’s are rapidly switching. 

While watching the video image, carefully adjust the VID3 trimmer pot to minimize

the brightness flicker between the two RX sources.

4.  Briefly press the pushbutton switch to exit System Programming.

Note: If the battery voltage is too low the Video Balance feature will be disabled. Please

check for a low battery alert if you are unable to enable this feature.
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DISCLAIMER

Digital Products Company, or their distributors, have no control over the installation and use of their
products. As such, no liability may be assumed, nor will any liability be accepted, for any damages
resulting from the use of this product. Under no circumstances will the buyer be entitled to
consequential or incidental damages. Use at your own risk. By act of installing it, the buyer accepts all
resulting liability.

DIGITAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
90 Day Limited Warranty

COVERAGE:
This product is warranted to be free from defects in parts and workmanship for a period of 90 days. Digital Products Company (DPC) will repair or
replace (at its option) the product and any of its parts which fail to conform to this warranty.  The warranty period begins on the date the product was
first purchased.  This warranty is in lieu of all other expressed warranties.  DPC does not assume or authorize any party to assume for it any other
obligation or liability. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS. YOU MAY HAVE OTHER RIGHTS, WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO STATE.

MODIFICATIONS:
Any modifications or repair by anyone other than Digital Products Company (DPC) or its authorized agents will void this warranty.

NOT COVERED IN THE WARRANTY (EXCLUSIONS):
1. Malfunctions due to improper installations, non-authorized repairs, tampering, misuse, dropping impact or modification.
2. Possible incompatibility with other A/V equipment.
3. Damage due to acts of God, lightning or accident.
4. Incidental or consequential damages, including damages from delay or loss of use, or equipment damage to other customer owned

equipment .
5. Any product whose serial number has been altered, defaced or removed.
6. Batteries, cords, wall mounted transformers, cosmetic parts or routine maintenance.
7. Adjustment of customer-operated controls and features as explained in the instruction guide.

WHEN SERVICE IS NEEDED DURING THE WARRANTY PERIOD:
1. Contact DPC using the “contact us” link instructions found at www.dpcav.com.  Please provide the model name, serial number, purchase date,

and specific details to the problem.  If DPC determines that service is required they will issue a Return Authorization (RA) number and request
that you return the unit.

2. Pack the unit in its original packing materials (or suitable equivalent) with all accessories.  Place this in a larger shipping carton and include
sufficient padding to protect the unit from shipping damage.  DPC is not responsible for shipping damage due to poorly packaged units.

3. Write the RA number on the outside of the shipping carton. Include (inside the carton a note describing the problem, your name and STREET
ADDRESS, the RA number, and a photocopy of the sales receipt.

4. Ship prepaid to the USA address provided in the Return Authorization. We recommend using a shipping method that has insurance and tracking.
Your unit will be returned to you using DPC’s preferred shipping method.  Deliveries of warranty repairs outside the USA are at the customer’s
expense.

WHEN SERVICE IS NEEDED AFTER THE WARRANTY PERIOD:
1. Try to resolve the problem by contacting DPC’s technical support department.  Please provide the model name, serial number, and a description

of the problem.  You must provide your e-mail address if you are outside the USA.
2. If the technical support agent determines the problem requires service then DPC will issue an RA number and provide payment and return

shipping instructions.

DIGITAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
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PROGRAMMING SUMMARY

S = Short Blink

L = Long Blink

S Video Type
Range: 1= NTSC, 2= PAL

S S Switching Alert Chirp
Range: 1= On, 2= Off

S S S Missing RX Red LED Alert
Range: 1= On, 2= Off

S S S S Low Battery Alert Beep
Range: 1= On, 2= Off

S L Main Low Battery Voltage (N)
Range: 6 to 24 VDC (in 1 volt increments)

S S L Fractional Low Battery Voltage (.n)
Range: 0 to 0.9 VDC (in 0.1 volt increments)

S S S L Switching Sensitivity
Range: 1=Very Low, 2=Low, 3=Normal, 4=High, 5=Very High

S S L L  Video Balance Adjustment
Range: 1=On, 2= Skip (exit)


